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Mr. M. P. Candy 
97 Hawkswood Drive 
Hailsham, Sussex, England 

Dear Mr. Candy: 

)\tl -~; '--~"'-, "-! I( 

~ I) 

Los Angeles, California 

January 11, 1961 

Please excuse my lack of observing reports. 
I have been quite busy trying to get a permanent site ready 
and my mounting has not yet been repaired by Boller & -Chivens. 

The maip purpose of this letter is, of course, 
to congratulate you on your marvelous discovery of Comet 1960n. 
At this time I do not know the particulars of the discovery 
although according to the BAA circular, you were testing an 
eyepiece at the time. Whatever the circumstances, I can th:i.nk 
of no-one I would rather see discover a comet (except myselt)f 
Your contribution to this field probably could be exceeded by 
none. 

My best wishes for the New Year and may you 
discover another comet soon. 

649 South Olive, Room 819 
Los Angeles 14, California 

Sincerely yours, 

~:-·}/.~~ 

AIAN McCLURE 



Mr. M. P. Candy 
91 Hawkswood Drive 
Hailsham, Sussex, England 

Dear Mr. Candy: 

f I i.-i 

Los Angeles, California 

January 30 1 1961 

I finally got my equipment back in 
time to get out and photograph your comet as well 
as P/Encke. While I have not prepared a complete 
report at this time, I thought that I would send 
along the two photographs secured on the night of 
January 17/18th. Some notes are on the back of the 
prints. 

Please excuse all of these dea,.. I 
shall endeavor to catch up soon. 

Once more I must congratulate you on 
your discovery. 

649 South Olive, Rm. 819 
Los Angeles 14, California 

Sincerely yours, 

{;J/A/1{./t &09.-

ALAN McCLURE 



Mr. M. P. Candy 
97 Hawkswood Drive 
Hailsham, Sussex, England 

Dear Mr. Candy: 

~ (q' I A-s );] 
fl.~· J ,~. 

Los Angeles, California 

August 3, 1961 

Last week I sent you, by airmail, some photographs of the 
new Comet Wilson. At that time I did not include a letter since 
I felt it would be more important to get the photographs off as 
soon as possible. Since I sent these photographs to you there has 
risen the question as to whether or not some of the features taken 
with the Hasselblad camera were caused by internal reflections. I 
took 5 different photographs with this camera and all of t.hell seem 
to show the same features. I am going to check more with others on 
this although it appears as though no one else took any wide-field 
photographs on the same morning. I wonder if you could give me 
your opinion as to whether the second, faint, straight tail could be 
real or is most unlikely? At any rate, in the meantime I would 
regard it with suspicion. 

There is a problem in using conventional cameras for astronom
ical photography. The designers of these cameras do not adequate~ 
control internal reflections. I can assure you that when I build an 
astronomical camera I pay very careful attention to the control of 
stray light even to the point of making sure that light reflected 
off the photographic plate is absorbed. Believe me, I shall not 
use the Hasselblad again for this purpose, however, these features 
may be real but I would certainly like to know for sure. 

(J-M»"· 
I did get ou~~n the monning of August lst. The weather at 

Pinos was excelle~ and the transparency was superb, however, the 
moonlight still interfered. I estimated the total magnitude of the 
comet at about 4.8 - using 1 x 50 binoculars extrafocally. However, 
using 12 x 70 binoculars the coma appeared to be about magnitude 7.5. 
Certainly, this comet has most of its brightness in the tail. About 
6° of tail could be seen in the binoculars, although using the 5-inch 
focal length ff2.0 aerial lens with an orange filter, plus a polariz
ing filter, 12° could be faintly detected. This comet certainly came 
at an inopportune time as far as the moon was concerned. It looks 
like it will be considerably faded by the time the moon finally gets 
clear. However, it certainly should be a worthy object even then. 

Sincerel~MY. ours, 

~V!u ~1f 

ALAN MeCLURE 
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Mr. M. P. Candy 
97 Havkswood Drive 
Hailshaa, Sussex, England 

Dear Mr. Candy: 

Los Angeles, Calif'ornia 

May 16, 1960 

Thank you very much for your letter of April 24th. I was glad to 
hear that you are planning to use some ot my photog1'aphs in the 
B.A.A. Journal. I vas most interested in the infor.aation concerning 
the 11agnitude of the comet and I feel that Dr. Waterfield 'a estimate 
ot the brightness was optimistic because of the fact that the comet 
vas so bright in the blue and because it is difficult to estiaate 
cometary magnitude& from any but the very shortest exposures. 

Enclosed are prints of all of the good plates that I was able to 
obtain or Coaet Burnhaa. Unfortunately, the weather reverted to 
winter just when the comet vas at ita beat. You will note that 
coaplete reports are not enclosed. Since I have to leave town !er 
Arisona, I thought that it would be better to send the photographs 
now and complete reports later. 

There is one problea that I seem to have and that is the measurement 
or position angles of the tail. As far as I can find, this is the 
angle uasured from North and, for exuaple, if the comet's tail points 
directlY East, the position angle of the tail would be 90°. Hewever, 
on the I.A.u. cards, I have been seeing a number of reports giving all 
sorts or odd position angles tor the tails of Caaet Burnham. This 
makes ae wonder if I aa measuring these position angles properJ.T and I 
also wonder why these tails do not record on .,- photographs. These 
photographs shoved about all that there was to be shown and the only 
answer I can think or is that some of these observations were 11ade 
visually, with large telescopes and that the observer recorded a jet 
near the central condensation and that these would have been "burnt 
out• on my photographs, being masked by the coma. 

Again, _, apologies for tha incompleteness of this report. I'll send 
the rest of the information along as soon as possible. 

649 South Olive, Room 819 
Los Angeles 14, California 

Sincerely yours, 

Qf~f!}Jb~ 
ALA.N McCLURE 



Mr. M. P. Candy 
97 Hawkswood Drive 
Hailsham, Sussex, England 

Dear Mr. Candy: 

Los Angeles, California 

April 13, 1962 

Thank you very much for both your recent letters. I certainly was not thrown off 
by the ephemeris since the comet was so easily visible to the naked eye. As you 
know, I have made some mistakes myself lately and it is good to see that someone 
else also makes mistakes. I wonder if you were among the''etceteras\' who received 
copies of Elizabeth Roamer's letter to me last January. This was a rather painful 
mistake for me and it may sound odd to say, but I congratulate you on your mistake. 

~pparently, Elizabeth Roemer is the only person who is perfect~ You said in your 
letter of March 26th that we are all entitled to at least one error but I am afraid 
that I am due for more in the future. My trouble began with the d~fe?tive Hassr!o 
blad pictures of Comet Wil~onJ ()......~ . .\1-~ f.8?-e::\.l.~, ~''1. -~ 'H~"'7~ r_~- . L 

Vfr ~ ~ ~ ~ 1fl_ fV~p:- f J l d. ,u;<J.I\4fc eJ.]f~ ~- ~hL. ~ ~M~ f'NJ(-L i} 
The person writing this letter to you is pertaps the wor~'s most d~sorganized ~, 
individual. Anyway, I find myself with a letter to you dated February 24th. I am 
enclosing this letter at this time with apologies. 

Also enclosed are some photographs of Comet Seki-Lines which I obtained on April 10, 
U.T. I had not expected the comet to amount to very much and was amazed to find that 
I could see it from the city on April 9, U.T. I believe that the features shown in 
these photographs are all real and I would be most happy if you were able to put a 
few of them on display at the exhibition meetingo,' Come."t1._~4W.~ines certainly is 
interesting and I wish I could have observed it clo~~~,S~~he only good observa
tions were those of the lOth U.T. On the lOth, using 7 x 50 binoculars, at a 7300' 
elevation on Frasier Mountain, I could see only a hint of the streaking in the tail 
and I did suspect a bit of an anti-tail although I discounted this until I developed 
my plates. It is amazing how much more showed on the photographs than visually. I 
have not yet reduced the amount of tail length visible in the binoculars but it was 
over lOo • ( PJM-r..A,vrk fYi .J f &;vn~ / '1 f 0 a) 
Incidentally, I now have a pair of Japanese 7 x 50 wide-angle binoculars which cover 
about 10°. They are quite good for comets although, of course, the images at the 
edge of the field are poor. Nevertheless, the additional field is quite a help. 
The binoculars were out of collimation when I got them and this seems to be standard 
for many of the lower priced binoculars. 

This reminds me, how are you coming along with the comet seeking program? I have 
given thought to all sorts of programs but cannot do anything until I get out of the 
City. I feel that some form of photographic search might be the best, however, the 
amount of time required processing plates, etc., makes the visual method appeal to me 
also. I am afraid that the only way to really find out is to try both. I was curious 
about the high quality aerial lens that you were going to use for your program. The 
CUts fatiguing part of the program you mentioned, it would seem to me, would be the 
blinking of the plates. 

Thanks again for your letters. 

Best r~Jt(fk~ 
ALAN McCLURE 

649 s. Olive, Room 819 
Los Angeles 14, California 
u.s.A. kn 

~~ J~ /Jd_ ~~~fi gw-«4" 1-3'1 ~ 4I_l_M 

~L:£ -~ .e..W.4 ~ -t:.-#.e /YI.J..JJ ~ dM '#.I 1 o ~ ... ur. 
ill~ .Z::o.e~~$Jcl T ~~~~/ rwJ ~ ___ _ 



Mr. M. P. Candy 
91 Hawkswood Drive 
Hailsham, Sussex, England 

Dear l"lr. Candy: 

Los Angeles, California 

February ~' 1962 

Enclosed is a print of Comet Harrington-Abell which, as you 
know, I finally managed to recover on the 26th of January. We had quite a 
snowstorm in the area here and due to this I was unable to get anywhere 
near my regular observing sites. On the night of the 25th, I ended up by 
the side of a road and was occasionally bothered by car headlights as well 
as mediocre seeing caused by cold air draining down the nearby canyon. Only 
one plate was secured on the 26th and I had little hope of finding anything 
on it but much to my surprise this object was found right on the line of var
iation and right about where B.G.l~sden had predicted the comet might be 
found. Therefore, I ~pt out again on the 29th (U.T.) and secured 3 more 
plates under 1 i??~nditions. Nevertheless the comet showed well and 
its motion appeared to be correct for P/H-A. At this point I was afraid to 
make any more claims after the fiasco early in January so I wired Harvard and 
asked them if they could get someone to confirm it. Fortunately, Dr. Roemer 
was able to confirm it the next night, thus ending a very trying period for 
me. 

I suppose that I got off lucky in recovering the comet at all 
but I certainly wish that the unfortunate mistake of early January had not 
occurred. Nevertheless, I have learned from this and I now switch guide stars 
between successive exposUres when searching for faint comets. This should 
throw off any ghost image caused by reflections between the lens elements. 
However, there are still plenty of mistakes to be made and much to be learned 
and I fear that I shall not be mistake-proof in the future. In this regard, 
I wonder if you were among the11etceteras11 at the bottom of Elizabeth Roemer' s 
letter which was written to me(although it ap~ears as though the letter really 
was written to those persons receiving copies.) G.' 

~0\~ ~ S· 
So far, I have been unable to see the new Comet Seki-Lines, s~Q ' 

1962c. Dr. Cunningham's ephemeris is very interesting but he has informed me 
that the comet may be off as much as 5° near the end of the ephemeris. I 
also see that ~r. C. Jackson has supplied another set of elements which are 
noticeably different than Cunningham's. Of course, this is to be expected 
until enough accurate positions are available. I am wondering whether or not 
the comet will be visible later in l•J.arch when the moon begins to get out of 
the way in the evening. Having no extended ephemeris, it is difficult to make 
a supposition but it would seem as though the comet will be below the horizon 
at the end of evening twilight by the time that the moon begins to move out of 
the way. Frankly, I am bursting with curiosity regarding this since the comet 
could develop into a very interesting object due to its close approach to the 
sun, (although Cunningham said he thought it might only reach 6th magnitude.) 
I shall be hoping to hear from you by way of the B.A.A. Circulars~ The weather 
has been bad here but from what I read, it has been bad everywhere and I suppose 
this has hampered observations of this comet. 

0 /2J-t r, S, 



Mr. Candy - 2- February ~ 1962 

Unfortunately, ~ observations lately have been rather spotty 
and incomplete but I hope to do better in the future although sometimes I 
feel like giving the whole mess up. It seems as though, starting with Comet 
Wilson, I have not done so well but if I stay in this field, I hope to profit 
by the mistakes of the past. 

649 South Olive, Room 819 
Los Angeles 14, California 
u.s.A. 

Sincerely yours, 

/!M (hlL f.2Av& 
L.~ 

ALAN McCLURE 

Flh- 'J 6 

P.S. Since I started this letter I managed to get in a visual observation of 
Comet Seki-Lines. This I had my wife mail to you today so it should 
have arrived by the time this letter reaches you. I was very glad to 
get BAA Circular #437 this morning for it gives the badly needed informa
tion as to where the comet will be before perehelion. You always seem to 
come up with an extended ephemeris sooner than anyone else and often 
with new comets, the BAA Circular is the first real forecast of the 
comet's motion. In case the earlier report does not reach you, at 4 hrs. 
30 minutes U.T. on February 26th, I observed the comet with a number of 
instruments including some EX-RAF night opera glasses, 20 x 70 binoculars 
and an 8-inch f/4.5 refector. Magnitude was estimated, mainly with the 

~ op~glasses, at 5.5 and a tail about 80 minutes of arc long was seen in 
~ _ .. :~ PA ~. This PA is only approximate since the tail did not go far enough 

. 4/,.. ')t.. to intercept any prominent stars that I could identify on the Skelnate 
.:::X :8..; ~ P" Pleso. The comet does not appear to be running far off from Cunningham 's 
~ elements although what might look ~ood to me might look like a terrible 

;4?~ ~ error to you. / r~ }~ <~A'I'J'VJ.~ 

~~~ 
p-( ?~ 

d 0 -v 
~7~ 
-~~ 
~-~., 

<..p 

The weather around here has been terrible lately. As you may know, there 
is a major range of mountains running approximatelY in an east-west direc
tion north of Los Angeles. I usually go observing to the northwest of 
Los Angeles, going as high as weather conditions will permit but lately 
there has been snow down to practically 2500 feet. In fact, it was sup
posed to be snowing in the mountains when I made the observation on the 
26th. For this observation I went west of Los Angeles toward the end of 
a lesser range of mountains which only reach about 3000 feet elevation 
at the maximum. With the kind of weather we have had lately, the clouds 
are not so bad over these small mountains but they certainly do build up 
over the large ones. 

Once again, ~want to tell you how much I appreciate BAA Circular #437. 
The clouds look broken and I hope to try and get a photographic observa-
tion of the comet as soon as possible. 

A. M. ------.------------- .. ---·-----· 



l>'lr. M. P. Candy 
91 Hawkswood Drive 
Hailsham, Sussex, England 

Dear Mr. Candy: 

Los Angeles, California. 

January 16, 1962 

On the night of January 2 U.T., I tried to recover Comet P/Harrington
Abell but,as you probably know, I did not recover the comet but did mistake 
some images apparently caused by internal reflections between the lens 
elements for the comet. Being relatively ignorant of orbits, I sent out a 
telegram. Harvard did send out the information although I have heard noth
ing so far about the claimed recover.y from Copenhagen. (apparently, Dr. Ther
n~e realized the possibility of an error and he, therefore, wisely withheld 
the information. Indeed, Cunningham said that in the days when he was at 
Harvard, he would have called me on the phone had he received similar infor
mation under these circumstances). After talking with Elizabeth Roemer and 
Dr. Cunningham, I realized that anyone who was watching out for these things 
would have realized that this object could not have been Comet P/Harrington
Abell due to its distance from the line of variation. On the night of the 
8th U.T., I attempted to either prove or disprove this as a new comet and 
unfortunately I was unable to find any confirming images on a number of plates 
taken that night. In other words, I have made a bad mistake and I fear that 
I have not yet heard the last of it. 

I would assume that you were among the etceteras listed at the bottom of 
a letter which Elizabeth Roemer sent to me. Apparently, she sent carbon cop
ies to a number of persons and I wonder who these persons are. I am not sure 
her letter was entirely fair since I did indeed later admit my ignorance and 
admit that it was highly improbably that the comet could be P/Harrington-Abell. 
During our phone conversation we did get into an argument about limiting 
magnitude. She claiming that limiting magnitude of an instrument was entirely 
dependent upon focal length and I claiming that while. this is theoretically 
true, the size of the image formed by the optical system makes quite a bit of 
difference in this regard. Of course, I was comparing the performance of my 
7-inch f/7 lens with the 13-inch f/5 at Lowell. The 7-inch lens is a modern 
design using Schott &l:.!~.!Jllla~d,: .~~believe that it is relatively more efficient 
than the 40-year-old~inch.J- The faster lens can never be as efficient as 
the slower one due to the compromises that have to be made in order to get the 
extra speed. I told Elizabeth that if you could get say, for example, a 5 

/ micron image rather than a 25 to 50 micron image, the energy of the star would 
( d }''~ ? _;::::;be much more concentrated and you would therefore go considerably fainter but 
ar~ ~j this did not seem to get through. I have compared a plate taken of M33 with 
~~ ~~ my 7-inch lens with enlargements in Lowell Observatory Bulletin No. 93 and find 
~~~ J that the 7-inch went at least as faint as magnitude 18.5 and the limiting 

1 A--~-~~ magnitude appeared somewhere between 18.5 and 19.7. Of course, I only had 
reproductions in the Bulletin to judge by. 

I have been told that there was a paper published in the Astrophysical 
Journal in the early 1950's on Micro-techniques. The essense of this paper 
is said to have been that some person took a small relatively short focal 
length Sc~t which gave extremely tiny images and, using fine grain film, 
he was able to go much, much fainter than he should have. This whole subject 
is interesting to me and I feel that many persons fail to recognize the dif
ference in performance between different types and qualities of optical sys
tems. Surely, any lens of a given focal length is inferior to a high quality 



Mr. Candy - 2 - January 16, 1962 

Schmidt for example. The Schmidt should go fainter. 

It has been some time since I wrote to you and in the last letter I 
received from you you discussed the defects which caused me to record addi
tional non-existant detail on Comet Wilson. I was surprised that your friend 
was able to recognize these as possibly coming from film magazine trouble. 
It took me over a week of worrying and questioning plus the help of a friend 
to finally decide what had indeed caused these. The camera was a Hasselblad 
and the pressure finger which holds the supply roll of film was far too strong. 
As the film was an extreme speed film ('oyal_Pan X), it was probably also 
extremely pressure sensitive. The so-called ''cloud in the middle of the picture 
was made by this finger while the film was at rest. As the film was advanced, 
the edges of the pressure finger made marks in the direction of the film 
travel. It was interesting tqhote that this was only in areas of heavy density 
on the negative which made it even more insidious. The final deception was 
caused by the fact that one of these marks tied up almost exactly with the 
comet. After this first observation of Comet Wilson there was much trouble 
with moonlight and I only obtained two other observations. The comet seemed 
relatively uninteresting and formless having none of the blue emission features 
which can make for spectacular photographs. The reason I did not observe the 
comet more was that I found that my equipment has become so cumbersome that 
night-to-night observations are practically an impossibility. When Comet Seki 
came along I unfortunately obtained·~ observations either, although I saw 
the comet from the backyard five or six times. It is so extremely light where 
I live that I felt that any observations, even magnitude estimates, would be 
practically useless. After missing Comet Seki I went out and fouled up on this 
latest thing and believe me, right now I feel like ''turning in my equipment~ 1 

Certainly, I shall be cautious and more suspicious in the future. 

A couple of prints of the defects which were mistaken for P/Harrington-Abell 
are enclosed. The contrast was greatly exaggerated in printing and on the 
original plates it is hard to decide whether or not the "forked tail" appearing 
feature was really moving also or whether it was part of the nebulosity in Orion. 

In spite of all these troubles, I don't feel like giving up and you may 
indeed hear more reports from me although I now wonder if anybody will believe 
me the next time. 

649 S. Olive, Room 819 
Los Angeles 14, California 

Sincerely yours, 

/irJV' '7/· .;J ." 
(/~ Jt~ '-/JA{ 

ALAN McCLURE 
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Dr. G. Merton 
17 Hollywell 
Oxford, England 

Dear Dr. Merton: 

Los Angeles, California 

I am sending you some photographs that I have taken of 
-:,~ ~~os (19~7dj. All times a:e Universal time. 

ese·· pliotograp s were all taken w~th lOOmm aperture 
.5oomm focal length Goto camera on Eastman--103aE plates. 

The photographs for the 9th, lOth and 11th were made 
through a #2.5 (red) filter. All the other photographs 
were made with no filter. 

All enlargements except the negative print of the 13th are 
2.19X. 

The photographs were taken from an elevation of 8000 feet ll about sixty-five miles from Los Angeles. 

I hope that these might_ be of some use to you. 

649 South Olive, Room 819 
Los Angeles 14, California 



Dear lVlr. Candy: 

Enclosed are a few nrints of comet Ikeya-Seki. Unfortunately. 

I wasnit able to rret out very many nights. however at 

least I ni:>d get ~om~ nhdrbos of this ~omet. Also. I diti 

see it. RN1 mahve this is morA i mnortant anyway~ since 

it is what one reme._;nbers throu,:rh the vears. 

The comet hAd the hriP'hte~t tail I have ever seen on 

anv ~omet. although the head was not so mu~h. I'm sorry 

T.o not be able to sel!d in Fmv visnBl obsrervat-Lons. The comet 

WRR so neRr the horizon that I decided to ~on~entrRte on 

nhot;op-ranhic work. although of ~ourse. I scRnned the comet 

with binoculars while I was sunnosed to be ~uidjnrr. Most o¥ 

T.be features on the nhotop-s. showed in the "J:"Iino~u]Rr~. 

qJ thono-}l the:v were much fainter. and I did_ see somweh8.t le~~> 

detail n~ar the bend in th~ tqil. 

It- ,,rns ren.ll 'r 0uj te a ~ornPt:. but: I wns A hit surnri 7.~0 

-t-hat it: dinn'+: lle'rPlnn R longer tail. Why not? It's T.Ri] 

certianl v di il not; ~nmnRre 1,,; th t:he comete of l847i and 1 8R? 

( nr Rrn I 1"ron~. I helie"'re thAt: t:he t;;=•i1 ~.ras mRdP nm of 

9llmo~t: ent;irel'tl! nust. and mahve this streamed hR~k Rlonp

t;he orh:i_ tal nl Bne sh ortj ninP' t;hP annearance nf t;hp tAil 

( And Rlso curi'inrr iT.). A crnne oh:ie~tive nrism camera seened 

t:o inoi~Rte R nust tAil (no<:>P'Btives were very hAd). ann of' 

~ovrse. I Anti ~inRT.en B d11sT. tai 1 from thts tvne of ~omet: 

anvwav. 

Onr friend Brian f'larsden is now Rt Smithsonian w1ri~h is 

verv handy for me. althonrrh I st:i lJ wish thRt the IAU central 

B11reRu han remRi nee in Eurone. 

I hone that all is well with vou Rnd thAt you got; some 

rrood views of the ~omet(even though it mav have been R 

diffi~ult ob-iect Pt vour lRtitude). Please r:r-ive mv hest 

wished to Dr. P<brter. and [vlr. HendriP .. 

t;o 
~ _._ 
~ ··--; 

\l 

3 
'--' 
~-.c:: 

_..-,-. d~ 
/ S\ncere1 v. ~/_.d. 01 

tZ A 1 r-1,_, 

\ Note new mailinP' adJ.ress.J 

ALAN MC CLURE 
7835 Torreyson Drive 
Hollywood 46, Calif. 

j 



Mr. M. P. Candy 
91 Hawkswood Drive 
Hailsham, Sussex, England 

Dear !VIr. Candy: 

Los Angeles, California 

October 17, 1963 

Enclosed are a couple of prints of Comet Pereyra. Unfortunately, I only observed 
the comet s few times. The first observation was a rather bad one but all I was 
trying to do was to find whether the comet really existed. Of course, the posi
tion I sent in was very rough and I hope that it did not cause any confusion. 
Comet Pereyra certainly was an interesting one and even before I learned that it 

,was a sun grazer, I felt that it defin~tely had the *look~ of this type of comet. 
lit reminded me of Comet Wilson in 1961~ Both comets had rather faint tails which 
were relatively difficult to photograph, considering their brightness visually. 
As far as I'm concerned, the tails of both of them were made up primarily of dust. 
Since the sun grazers are, in a way, relatives of the great comets, I find myself 
wondering if all sun grazing comets give out with such a large amount of dust. In 
the 1800's when they had so many spectacular comets, most of them were shown with 
straight tails and I wonder if this is just a coincidence or if it was caused by the 
angle from which they were seen. Of course, Donati 1 s comet aa well as Comet Seki
Lines had curved dust tails. (I am assuming this about Donati 1 s) What do you think 
about the relative possib~ity that great comets are comprised of a great deal of 
dust? ~ ~~,J>....oi. \4~-l ~ 

Incidentally, one thing which was interesting to me was the way that Comet Seki-Lines 
became so dusty after it passed close to the sun. Before perehelion it showed up 
as bluish on my photographs and there was not much indication that there was dust 
in the comet. Of course, the minute I saw it afterwards - even from the City - I 
knew that it had a lot of dust since the tail was quite curved. 

Getting back to Comet Pereyra. What do you think of the original magnitude estimate? 
I wonder if it really faded that fast or if the discoverer was a bit optimistic. 
Possibly he was compensating for what he considered to be the probab~ extinction. 
I almost always estimate comet magnitudes using binoculars or opera glasses extra
focally. Some other observers in this area apparently do not use the extrafocal 
method and they got about a magnitude brighter for Comet Pereyra. Frankly, I don't 
know which method is really the best but at least if you stick to one method, you 
are consistent (more or less). 

Thank you for your encouragement on trying to find Comet d' Arrest. You might be 
interested to know that I tried on this comet both in July and August but of course 
I was unsuccessful. Frankly, I got so disgusted at this point that I gave up and 
I didn't even make an effort in September. Now, naturally, Dr. Roemer has found 
the comet and I do not even know if I would have had a chance to find it in view 
of the fact that she reported it as 18th magnitude. Of course, she tends to estim
ate them fainter than I do so I might have had a chance but I guess I just wasn't 
up to it. The rigors of portable equipment just wear me out and I feel that I have 
to come back with ~omething when I go out, otherwise acute frustration sets in. 
Frankly, after the horrible experience I had with Harrington-Abell, I find myself 
very reluctant to try and recover any more. It's hard enough anyway but with port
able equipment it is even more difficult because often you cannot confirm your 
observations with enough care. 
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The real answer for portable equipment would be some ~arge van type of vehicle 
which would have a dark room in which I could developl plates. With this sort 
of set up I could actually check them in the field and I would know what to do 
the next night. Also, when new comets appear, I could check the plate to see 
whether or not I would want to continue photographing them in the same manner. 
Unfortunately, such a van is both large and expensive and l wonder if I could 
get it up into the mountains where I go. Well, there must be some answer -- a 
permanent observatory! That's it ! Unfortunately, in this country, most of the 
land where you would want to have an observatory is owned by the Government and 
unless you belong to some special scientific organization or something like that, 
the land is unavailable to you. Enough of this moaning about observing problems. 

It was good to hear from you and I must apologize for ~ delay in replying. 
Incidentally, I shall be looking forward to next year's B.A.A. Handbook to see 
what comets will be around. Of course, P/Encke will be in the vicinity and maybe 

~it will be the brightest one of all. Last time it managed to produce a 2° tail 
/'1 so maybe it will still be performing this time. 

p rv.Ju -'-"';14. 

649 ~. Olive, Room 819 
Los Angeles, California 

90014 

Sincerely, 

ALAN McCLUBE 
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